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Impact by Douglas Preston
Wyman Ford goes on a covert expedition to Cambodia to investigate strange gems
that appear to be extraterrestrial. Simultaneously in Maine, two women set a
course for an island to follow the decent of a meteorite and find its impact point.
Meanwhile, a mysterious source of gamma rays just within the solar rim catches
the attention of a scientist - who later ends up decapitated, his data missing! NASA
discovers a strange anomaly in a Martian crater. What in the world - or out of it could be going on? Find out in this suspenseful thriller!

FICTION PRESTON D

Want SF Classics?

Like SF Spaceships?

Like Films Based On Books?

2001: A Space Odyssey
by Arthur C. Clarke

Sphere
by Michael Crichton

Contact
published by Warner Home Video

A strange black monolithic artifact is uncovered
on the moon! It emits a piercing beacon. What
could its purpose be? Several months later,
astronaut Dave Bowman uncovers a secret
mission to Saturn to find out the answer.

A group of American scientists is dispatched to
the middle of the South Pacific. 1,000 feet down,
they discover a mysterious craft which appears
to be at least 300 years old. The astonishing
find defies a logical explanation. What is it?

FICTION
CLARKE A

In this film based on Carl Sagan’s book by the
same name, scientist Ellie Arroway picks up a
powerful signal from the stars sent in the
language of science and mathematics- prime
numbers! Who could the message be from?

FICTION
CRICHTON M

VHS DRC

Like “Us As the Aliens” Plots?

Want SF With a Mix of Horror?

Like Little Gray Men?

Invasion
by Robin Cook

I Am Legend
by Richard Matheson

by Whitley Strieber

In this Invasion of the Body Snatchers read-alike, a small college town is inundated with curious black rocks. Those who pick them up are
infected and exhibit strange symptoms. But this
is only the beginning!

This classic gem published in 1954 and reissued several times, portrays Robert Neville,
the last “normal” man on Earth. Apparently,
everyone else has been transformed into vampiric feeders by a mysterious plague!

Extraterrestrial visitors have been preparing a
specially bred human being in a small town for
generations. Conner Callaghan struggles to understand his nature and his purpose. Trouble
ensues when the last surviving Gray escapes
confinement!
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The Grays
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